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ABSTRACT 

Different didactical methods can be chosen for teaching of skiing of beginners of 

younger school age (7-10 years). The choice depends mainly on children´s skills but 

also on the snow and terrain conditions. We created grading skiing alphabet which 

consists of seven basic skills. According to a success rate in completing these skills 

children (7-10 years) were divided into groups which were taught using different 

methods – with parallel ski position (better skills) and with stemmed ski position 

(worse skills). Three-day skiing course was finished by skills slalom. This is  

a qualitative research descriptive case study. Participant observation was the main 

method and we also used scale for assessment of skills. The results showed that more 

children were put into a group taught by stemmed ski position method. Proportions of 

boys and girls in different groups were very similar. According to the age of children 

we found that younger age children (7 years) were able to perform the skills of grading 

skiing alphabet better and that is why the proportion of parallel/stemmed ski position 

groups was relatively equal, which was not case with the older children (9-10 years). 

Final skills slalom was finished by all children from parallel ski position groups. From 

the stemmed ski positions groups only a small percentage of children were not able to 

finish the skills slalom. 
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SOUHRN 

Pro lyžařskou výuku začátečníků mladšího školního věku můžeme zvolit různé 

vyučovací postupy, záleží zejména na dovednostech dětí a také na sněhových  

a terénních podmínkách. Byla vytvořena lyžařská „rozřazovací abeceda“, která 

obsahovala sedm základních obratnostních prvků. Podle kvality provedení 

jednotlivých prvků byly děti z 1.– 4. tříd zařazeny do skupin vyučovaných přes 

paralelní nebo přívratné postavení lyží. Třídenní lyžařský kurz byl zakončen 
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obratnostním slalomem. Jedná se o případovou studii deskriptivního charakteru 

s povahou kvalitativního výzkumu. Základní metodou je participantní pozorování  

a dále jsme použily dichotomní škálu pro hodnocení dovedností. Z výsledků vyplývá, 

že více dětí bylo zařazeno do skupiny vyučované postupem výuky přes přívratné 

postavení lyží. Poměr zastoupení chlapců a dívek v jednotlivých skupinách byl velmi 

podobný. Z hlediska věkového složení se ukázalo, že mladší děti zvládaly lépe 

jednotlivé prvky rozřazovací abecedy, a tudíž byl v 1. třídě poměr zastoupení paralelní 

/ přívratné skupiny poměrně vyrovnaný, na rozdíl od 3. a 4. třídy. Závěrečný 

obratnostní slalom splnily všechny děti, které se učily přes paralelní postavení lyží, ze 

skupiny přívratné jen malé procento dětí tento slalom nesplnilo.  

 

Klíčová slova  

lyžování, mladší školní věk, lyžařská rozřazovací abeceda, metodika výuky lyžování 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Big part of publications about skiing is mainly focused on methodology of 

teaching skiing skills. In practice ski teachers miss a tool which would help them to 

grade children before they start the teaching according to their entering skills. Most of 

the times in practice grading of children is based on ski instructor´s or teacher´s 

experience. At school skiing course the children are graded and put into groups before 

the teaching starts. It is usually done by asking them to perform turns on a moderate 

slope. Beginners are usually put into one group irrelevant of their skills. Our goal was 

to find a way how to grade beginners and divide them into groups of those with better 

skills and those with worse skills. Each group could be than taught by using different 

methods. Children with better skills the can be taught by faster teaching method using 

parallel ski position. Children with worse skills can be taught by using slower method 

of stemmed ski position.  

Most of the skiing methodologies are divided into general skiing training phase 

and following specialized skiing training phase. Goal of general skiing training is to 

get used to skiing equipment and to learn the basic skiing skills. Matošková et al. (2016) 

state it is the basis for learning how to ski downhill and turn on skis. It´s aim is to learn 

basic skiing skills and obtain complex skiing perceptions (feel for glide, feel for snow, 

feel for speed, etc.). The basic exercises used in this  phase are manipulation with skiing 

equipment, moves on skis on the spot, falling and standing up, turnarounds and 

climbing, skiing downhill on the fall line, traversing on both skis and on one ski, 

braking and stopping, step turns, skating, riding ski lifts and chair lifts, passing the 

terrain bumps, easy jumps on the snow hill and snow plow turns. Lukášek (2008) and 

Vilím (2009) focus on feel for skis, controlling the skis, walking on skis, turnarounds, 

squats, etc. They perform all these on the spot and then gradually start to perform them 

when moving on skis. Games with and without skis are also part of general skiing 

training phase. Specialized skiing training phase follows general skiing training. Its 

goal is to learn more advanced skiing skills. Vilím (2009) includes skiing down the hill 

on the fall line in basic skiing position, skiing down the hill in the snow plow position, 
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riding ski lift, traversing, sliding, skating and step turns into specialized skiing training 

phase. Methodical committe of Department of basic skiing of Czech ski federation 

(2017) inludes following exercises – skiing downhill on the fall line and traversing, 

sliding, step turns, skating, riding ski lift, snow plow turns and wave. They divide snow 

plow exercises into static and dynamic. Some of these exercises are part of the general 

skiing training according to Matošková et al. (2016). They divide specialized skiing 

training into three parts – common basics, specialized training for carving turns and 

specialized training for skid turns. In common basics they focus on improving the basic 

skiing skills learned in general skiing training phase and they practice different skiing 

positions, basics for turns and they include basic turns which follow snow plow turns 

– uphill ski stem turns, open stance turns and paralell turns. They perform various 

training exercises for both carving and skid turns.  

Snow plow turns are considered the easiest and safest way of turning for beginners 

by most of the methodologies. For most skiing schools this is the necessary basics. 

Teaching of skiing is started by them by Psotová, Příbramský et al. (2006), Reichert & 

Musil (2007) or Mical, Nohejl et al. (2016). Drahoňovský & Novák (2011) continue 

from snow plow turns to uphill ski stem turns. By learning and improving this basic 

skill and by using higher speed skis don´t have to be put into stemmed position and 

skiers naturally move to paralell turns.  

Advocates of „stemmless technique“ follow general skiing training by teaching 

skiing in paralell ski position in specialized skiing training phase. Some authors (for 

example Lukášek, 2008) and some skiing schools or organizations (carv.cz or 

detibezpluhu.cz) think there is no point in learning the skills and moves that have to be 

unlearned later. They consider snow plow as an element needed only to solve difficult 

situations but in the optimal conditions they consider it useless and even 

counterproductive during teaching. They only teach snow plow as one of the methods 

of safe stopping.  

Based on studying the literature about teaching skiing for children we came up 

with seven skills which form „skiing grading alphabet“. All its parts in different 

variations are part of most skiing methodologies and are considered training exercises 

suitable for beginners. All proposed skills test our chosen criteria: balance, skilfulness 

with skis, orientation in space, coordination and complex moment activity. Skiing 

grading alphabet is performed on the spot on flat and even surface. It consists of these 

skills: 

 a) fixing into ski binding 

 b) static skiing position 

 c) alternate lifting of skis (left, right) 

 d) lifting the skis with hold on one foot (left, right) 

 e) turnarounds following right and then left hand on the spot 

 f) movement to the cone 

 e) „scooter“ 
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METHODOLOGY 

The aim of our paper is to verify suggested skiing grading alphabet for beginners (aged 

6-10) as a useful tool for grading children in order to use different didactical methods 

of teaching skiing at „Half day skiing school“ in Kubova Huť. 

 

Research question 

Can suggested „grading alphabet“ be used as a criterium for dividing the children 

into groups to apply different teaching methods? 

 

Observed group 

Observed group consisted of children (1st – 4th grade) of TGM elementary school 

in Vimperk. From total of 173 children 142 took part in skiing training. Parents of 105 

children agreed to take part in our experiment, i.e. 74 % of the children who took part. 

Children were between 6 and 10 years old and had no or very little previous experience 

with downhill skiing – they were beginners. The experiment was approved by Ethical 

comittee of UK FTVS in Prag. 

   

Research design 

It is a qualitative research case study based on description. Main method used was 

participant observing of skiing skills included in „grading alphabet“ and also observing 

of actual performing skiing skills and verifying of methods of teaching. Team of five 

qualified and experienced ski instructors (2 women and 3 men) was chosen to perform 

the observation. Average age of instructors was 45 years. All of them were current 

holders of skiing teaching licences and had many years of experience with teaching 

children in skiing schools. Before we started our experiment the team of instructors 

was trained for 2 days. They were introduced to all elements of grading alphabet and 

with suggested didactical methods of teaching and with final skills slalom. They 

learned how to record the results into prepared forms and how to use the scales to 

evaluate and assess all the elements. 

The dichotomic scale (yes/no) for assessing the elements of the grading alphabet 

was created. The level of skill which had to be performed for children to be assessed 

positively was defined for each of the elements. Also the level of skill which is not 

good enough and the assessment is negative was defined. It was decided that in order 

to be included into a group of more skillful children who were taught by using paralell 

ski position children had to successfully perform 4 out of 7 elements. If they had 3 or 

less positive assessments of elements they were put into a group taught by using 

stemmed ski position.  It was also defined that maximum time to perform all the 

elements of grading alphabet is 20 minutes. 

Skills slalom was designed to test the success of teaching methods and division 

of children into two groups. The goal of slalom was not to evaluate correct skiing 

technique but to assess successful or not successful performance of basic skiing skills. 

Elements which were checking basic skiing skills were put into the slalom – balance, 

transfer of weight from one ski to the other, stability, performing of turns and safe 

stopping. The elements of slalom were start by skating, passing two slalom gates, 
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underpassing of the gate, passing of other two slalom gates and safe stopping at the 

end. Two levels of assessment were designed to assess the slalom – pass/fail. For 

successfuly passed assessment children had to perform the whole slalom (7 elements) 

continuously without falling. For unsuccessful fail children had to fail to perform from 

one to seven elements or fall. If they failed with their first attempt they could try second 

attempt. If they successfully completed all the elements they were classified as passed. 

If they did not complete all the elements or fell down they were classified as failed.  

 

Course of experiment 

At the beginning of the first day children were introduced to safety instructions. 

A short warm-up exercise „molecules“ was performed under a guidance of instructors 

who then performed a skiing grading alphabet with the children. After evaluating the 

results children were divided into two groups and the teaching of skiing was performed 

using the two set methods in the groups. Training continued for second and third day 

as well. At the end of the third day children perfomed skills slalom. The training was 

always done between 9:00 and 11:00 in the morning.  

Appendix: Description of chosen skills included in skiing grading alphabet: 

 

1. Fixing into ski bindings 

Instructor performs slowly one by one fixing both boots into ski bindings. 

Children stand on the even surface and after being told „to fix into skis“ they imitate 

what the instructor did. They have to put the tip of the boot into the tip of the binding 

and thed push the heel of the boot  into the binding to fix it. They have to do it without 

using the poles to help their balance. 

 

Characteristics of assessment: instructors assess the ability to fix the boots into 

the bindings – coordination and balance on the spot 

positive assessment: child is able to fix both skis, child is able to fix at least one 

ski 

negative assessment: child is not to fix the skis without help 

 

2. Static skiing position 

All the children in the group have their skis fixed and stand on the spot. instructor 

demonstrates basic static skiing position, i.e. skis are in paralell position on the bases 

between hip and shoulder width apart, legs are bent in all joints, hands are bent in 

elbows in front of the body, head facing the front. After being told to children try to 

imitate the basic static skiing position and keep the skis so they do not spread into sides. 

They remain in this position until instructor assesses this skill – cca 10-15 sec. 

 

Characteristics of assessment: instructors assess the ability to take up the correct 

skiing position and remain in this position so that the skis do not spread into sides.  

positive assessment: child is able to keep firm position – skis paralell, bent knees, 

skis do not spread into sides, skis do not slide 
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negative assessment: child is not able to keep position on the skis, skis spread ito 

sides, child is not able to keep balance, child falls 

 

3. Alternate lifting of skis (left, right) 

All the children stand on the spot with skis fixed. Instructor demonstrates the 

exercise first – he/she alternatively lifts right and left foot with ski. Then the exercise 

is done by all the children together following instructor´s commands of counting – one, 

two, three, four. On each command each child lifts his/her foot, gradually alternate left, 

right, left, right. Skis are lifted into the height of tongue of the boot on the other foot 

(approximately half the height of the calf). Movement is fluent, without stopping and 

holding. Body should not considerably deviate from the vertical axis. Child can not 

fall.  

 

Characteristics of assessment: instructor assess the ability to keep the balance 

alternatively on right and left foot on the spot and transfer of body weight from one 

foot to the other 

positive assessment: child is able to keep the balance during lifting of both right 

and left foot, child is able to keep the balance during lifting of either only right or only 

left foot 

negative assessment: child is not able to independently lift neither right nor left 

foot, when trying to lift the foot child is considerably leaning to the side or falling 

 

4. Lifting the skis with hold on one foot (left, right) 

All the children stand on the spot with skis fixed. instructor demonstrates the 

exercise with both right and left foot. Then on instructor´s command all children in the 

group perform the stand on one foot and lift the other foot (right and left) with hold 

(instructor counts to three). Until the instructor counts to three children have to hold 

the foot lifted. Each child can have two attempts on each foot.  

 

Characteristics of assessment: instructor assesses the ability to keep the balance 

and transfer of body weight from one ski to the other 

positive assessment: child is able to lift both right and left foot and hold it above 

the ground until the instructor counts to three, child is able to lift and hold either right 

or left foot above the ground until the instructor counts to three 

negative assessment: child is not able to independently lift and hold neither right 

nor left foot or is not able to hold it lifted until the instructor counts to three, child falls 

during attempt to lift one foot 

 

5. Turnarounds following right and then left hand on the spot 

Children stand in one line next to each other with skis fixed and with enough space 

between them. Instructor demonstrates the exercise and on his/her command each child 

steps forward from the line and performs a 360° turnaround by putting skis into scissors 

position repeatedly. The turn is done first following right hand and then left hand.  
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Characteristics of assessment: instructor assesses the ability to put skis into 

scissors position, to keep the balance and transfer of bodyweight from one foot to the 

other, coordination of moves 

positive assessment: child successfully performs turn to both righ and left without 

falling, child successfully performs turn to either right or left without falling 

negative assessment:child is not able to perform the turn neither to right nor left 

 

6. Movement to the cone 

Children stand in one line next to each other with sufficient distance from each 

other with skis fixed. Each child has a cone in front of him/her 4 metres away. instructor 

demonstrates the exercise and on his/her command children try to move to their cones 

fluently on skis, move around him and come back. Each child has two attempts, first 

attempt is to move around the cone from right and second attempt is to move around 

the cone from left. All the children start to move at once without any time limit.  

 

Characteristics of assessment: instructor assesses the ability to complete the 

movement to the cone and back with skis fixed, ability to put the skis on the edge, to 

keep the balance and transfer of the bodyweight from one feet to the other, coordination 

of moves 

positive assessment: child successfully and fluently completes the whole distance 

without falling, child manages to complete the whole distance with a small hesitation 

negative assessment: child is not able to complete the distance, falls, can not keep 

on the skis 

 

7. „Scooter“ 

Children stand in the row behind each other with only one ski fixed. Instructor 

demonstrates the exercise and on his command one child after the other tries to get to 

a cone (which is 6 metres away) and back by using pushing off of one leg (without ski) 

and gliding on the other one (with ski). The movement is similar to the one done on 

the scooter. Then children swap their skis and do it with the ski fixed to the other foot. 

 

Characteristics of assessment: This is the most difficult skill from the alphabet. 

instructor assesses the ability to keep balance in both front/back and lateral directions, 

coordination of moves, push off and glide, orientation in space 

positive assessment: child successfully manages to fluently ride on both right and 

left ski without falling, child successfully manages to ride on either right or left ski 

negative assessment: child is not able to ride on neither right nor left ski 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After completing all seven elements of skiing grading alphabet by all the children the 

results were evaluated (table 1) and based on the results the children were divided into 

groups (table 2). Division into the groups was made according to designed criteria. 

Children who successfully performed at least 4 elements were put into a „paralell“ 

group because they demonstrated a certain level of entry skiing skills. Children who 

successfully performed 3 or less elements of the grading alphabet were put into  

a „stemmed“ group.  

 

Table 1 Evaluation and results of skiing grading alphabet 

 

 1st grade 2nd grade 3rd grade 4th grade 
Total number 

of children 

7 points 4 1 0 4 9 

6 points 6 5 6 3 20 

5 points 3 2 3 0 8 

4 points 3 1 0 0 4 

3 points 12 10 5 6 33 

2 points 8 3 8 6 25 

1 point 0 1 0 2 3 

0 points 0 0 2 1 3 

Total number 

of children 
36 23 24 22 105 

 

Evaluation of the teaching in the groups based on qualitative initial observation of 

instructors is mentioned in the text.  

From the total of 105 children who took part in the experiment 64 was taught using 

stemmed ski position and 41 was taught using paralell ski position. Although the two 

groups were not the same in numbers the ratios between boys and girls were almost 

identical in both groups. In the paralell group the ratio of boys/girls was 20:21 and in 

the stemmed group the ratio was 32:32. We can conclude that at this age there were no 

differences between boys and girls.  
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Table 2 Division of children into teaching groups 

 

 1st grade 2nd grade 3rd grade 4th grade 

 paralell 

group 

stemmed 

group 

paralell 

group 

stemmed 

group 

paralell 

group 

stemmed 

group 

paralell 

group 

stemmed 

group 

1st instructor 
8  5  5  4  

2nd instructor 
8  4  4  3  

3rd instructor 
 7  5  5  5 

4th instructor 
 7  5  5  5 

5th instructor 
 6  4  5  5 

Total number 

of children 
36 23 24 22 

 

When we look at the division of children into the groups, we can see that in the older 

grades there are more children in the stemmed group. Expected advantage of the older 

age was not proved, although the older children have better power, speed and 

skillfulness skills, have more advanced motor skills, abstract thinking and they process 

the information quicker. It is shown by the ratios between number of children in 

paralell/stemmed groups in each of the grades. The ratio in the 1st grade is 44:56 %, in 

the 2nd grade 39:61 %, in the 3rd grade 38:62 % and in the 4th grade 32:68 %.  

The results show that younger children performed the initial test (grading alphabet) 

better than the older children. Each older grade performed the test worse than the 

younger grade. 

To certain extend this was confirmed by the results of a final skills slalom (table 3) 

where only 5 children were not able to perform successfully the skills slalom after 

completing the 3 day training in the skiing school. They were all pupils of the third or 

fourth grade. 

 

Table 3 Results of the skills slalom 

 

Grades Paralell group Stemmed group 
passed (number 

of children) 

failed (number 

of children) 

passed (number 

of children) 

failed (number 

of children) 

1st grade 16 0 20 0 

2st grade 9 0 14 0 

3rd grade 9 0 15 2 

4th grade 7 0 15 3 

Total number 

of children 
41 0 64 5 
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All children who were part of the group taught by using paralell ski position performed 

successfully the skills slalom. They were able to progress quicker during the course of 

the training, they learned new moves without problems and they were able to imitate 

the instructor well. The results show that all these children performed the skills slalom 

successfully and were able to learn basic skiing skills during the course of the training 

in half-day skiing school. Age or sex of the children played no part in these results. 

They were also able to perform the skills slalom on higher quality level compared to 

children from the group taught by using stemmed ski position. 5 children from this 

group (8 %) was not able to perform skills slalom succesfully and the training they did 

was not enough to learn the basic skiing skills. We assume these children had less 

developed motor and balance skills. They were lacking any considerable training in 

any sports activities. They struggled with all the moves. They progressed slowly, it 

took them longer to learn new moves, they had to train and practice the basic exercises 

and elements for much longer.  

 

CONCLUSION 

The aim of this paper was to test skiing grading alphabet, which we believed we 

successfully did as well as to answer the research question whether the grading 

alphabet can be used as a criterium to divide children into groups with different 

teaching methods used in each of the groups.  

Skiing grading alphabet we designed for skiing beginners of age between 6 and 10 

years helped us in our teaching of skiing. Suggested skillfulness elements and 

assessment scale enabled us to divide children into teaching groups with application of 

different teaching methods. Assessment scale of grading alphabet consisting of 7 points 

was created. It is possible to use the alphabet as a part of warm up exercises before the 

start of teaching. All the pupils who reached higher points and were put into a paralell 

group learned the basic skiing skills and their training progressed quicker, it was more 

varied and children wanted to try out more difficult skills and exercises. Children who 

got less points in the alphabet and were put into stemmed group, progressed a bit slowly 

but at the end most of the children were able to succesfully finish the skills slalom. 

They improved a lot as they had to overcome fear and get used to skis in a short period 

of time. Even after a few failures at the beginning nobody gave up on skiing. Everybody 

was looking forward to next lessons and were very enthusiastic after every small 

progress. Pupils who were borderline (4 points) in the grading alphabet were put into 

paralell group. They all finished the whole course in this group, we did not have to 

move them to slower group. We believe that if we used the same teaching method for 

all the children we would not have achieved such a progress. More gifted children 

would be bored if we taught them using stemmed ski position and progress would be 

too slow for them. Less gifted children wouldn´t be able to learn the basic skiing skills 

if we used paralell ski position for them. The progress would be too quick for them and 

their fear of speed would be likely increased.  

Skiing training should definitely be included in school curriculum in both elementary 

and high schools and in order to be able to perform quality training there it is very 
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usefull when children learn the basics of skiing very early (at the age of 6-10). 

Considering the limited amount of time allocated for physical education in today´s 

school curricula it is necessary to look for such a teaching methods which would be 

appropriate but effective in short time period – i.e. tailor-made for children.  

  The description of chosen skills included in skiing grading alphabet is in the the 

appendix.  
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